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Business Schools equip MBAs with technical and functional skills, but
do little or nothing to foster responsibility and accountability. MBA as
a profession is blindly trusted to bring turnaround in organizations
they serve and the bygone economic crisis has had institutional and
human errors.
There's an active need for MBA curriculum to evolve beyond salary
comparison and engage students in deep thinking of the social
contribution of their profession and the larger impact of their decisions
in regulated as well as unregulated market.
MBA degree has been flouted as a supple, large than other courses,
distinct from the details on which hard, specialized courses focus.
Leadership, is taught as setting the vision and framing an agenda,
without emphasizing much on details. Because of this characteristic,
students are convinced that nitty-gritty work can be done without
consciously considering factors such as values and ethics.
Business schools are marketed to applicants in terms of high salary one
can earn by being affiliated to a certain school. This idea is reinforced
by rankings that use management graduates' salaries as a measure of
how business schools stack up against each other. All this creates the
impression that the MBA is, primarily, a ticket to big bucks, and
doesn't foster the fact that it is a professional degree that imposes
responsibility and accountability on its holders as any other profession
like law, medicine or accoutancy.
There has been little contrition on the part of those involved in MBA
education after the crisis. Best ranked Business schools must also
accept responsibility for the harm their graduates do and express
disapproval; make curriculum changes that will reduce the likelihood
that future graduates repeat those behaviors.
Where do we move from here? Business schools need to focus on
integrating the "soft" focus on values-based leadership with the "hard"
focus on details of realization of organizational goals. Without
integration, students will continue to believe that a position of
leadership doesn't entail attention to detail, and doing one's job does
not require ethical ad value oriented consideration.
To reclaim the professional edge of MBA, business schools must stop
fostering the belief that an MBA program's primary goal is to augment
students' incomes. In fact, the regulators should restrain B-Schools
from advertising how much higher graduates can earn by enrolling in
their program as well as disclosing the salary graduating students
have got. The idea is subject to criticism but one of the hallmarks of any
profession is that it is known by the contribution it makes to business,
human and society at large.
Business schools teach us that goods and services are good for society,
that when people buy and sell things they increase their personal
utility. The notion comes from basic economic theory and it finds its
way into every business discipline. It justifies commercial transaction
by identifying a social contribution: value created through trade. In
this convenient theory, every transaction makes the world better;
every profitable business contributes to society simply by virtue of its
existence. Trying to out do other professions natural contribution
towards good of the society and people, leaders forget their superior
role in generating trust and commitment to the commercial cause they
pursue while protecting the resources they use to generate wealth.

Dear Readers,
Welcome to this new edition of Voyage
newsletter of IPM. The team of editors is
committed to create some value and ready to
contribute something new, that we have
acknowledged, for this newsletter. The
theme of this edition is contribution, the
word that resembles a social responsibility.
The contribution that is made by the students
of IPM in the industry during summer
internship program and the teachings given
by industry people has shown as replica in
Creme de la Creme (best of best)
presentations of summer internship.
The biggest role of being a human is to save a
life. With the coordination of Rotary Blood
Bank, IPM arranged a blood donation camp
on a great day of 15th August where the
faculty members and students had an
immense zeal while donating the blood for a
noble cause.
When the whole world is crying for global
warming and blaming each other, the IPM is
committed to work for Corporate Social
Responsibility in various ways through the
CSR project- UDAAN with the motto of ‘go
green’. It seems that strategies and policies
can be implemented easier at smaller level
just because of not having any vested
interests.
The organizations or people who make
resolutions to contribute for the well- being
of the universe and do the same are
everlasting. So all of us should think and
make resolution for what we will contribute
in the forthcoming New Year….. 2010.
Thanks!!!

Pratyush Kumar

Jayant Srivastava

Asif Iqbal

Devender Pal

Write in to me with your difference of opinion or equanimity @
mathew at ipm.edu
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Day Zero: Batch 2009- 2011
The new batch of PGDM- I was started with
the seminar of Mr. Chandan Ghosh, Head
Long Distance & Enterprise Business,
Aircel Limited. He gave his views on
Vision, Values & Work Ethos. The new
future managers started their very first
day, having new dreams, ready to come in
the real world.

15th August! A mesmerizing day of divine
experience
Some time peoples and organization actions shows that what exactly they
stand for, IPM & Ipmites always perform in same manner, in this
Independence day IPM organized a blood donation camp in the coordination
of Rotary blood bank. Blood donation program started with our first blood
donator Prof. Vikas Verma. It was the time when an inspirational wave spread
around each Ipmites to contribute their parts.
There could be no better symbol of humanity rather than blood donation.
Because our contribution saves lives without costing anything, but more than
that it gives the message that blood has no cost, no language, no other colour,
no religion & social order. It binds the donor and the receiver in a bond that is
beyond compare, even if we don't ever meet each other.
Overall 66 people including faculty members, Staff & Students voluntary
donated their blood. While donating blood one thing was really appreciable
that each & every donor was carrying a smile. Through this camp we learnt a
lot regarding pre and post blood donation caution, physical eligibility of donor
and also clarified our misconceptions.
Before this; Independence Day’s celebration began with flag hoisting by our
honorable chief guest- parents of late alumni Soumen Hui. They were invited
from Bengal. After that some patriotic events were presented by students.
While addressing the students Mr. Hui said that “It is a enormous esteem for
me & my family that we are invited as a chief guest in our adorable son`s
institute, this honour will always remain associated throughout their life”.
While delivering ‘vote of thanks’ event coordinator Mrs. Atika Bhatnagar said
that it is the day to show our responsibilities regarding our nation & humanity,
and we are committed for that. It is a truth that every event has mortality but
their glimpses always remain in our hearts.
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Industry Visit to Bisleri
Industrial visits provide an interface between educational and
organizational environment. Industrial orientation is aimed at
helping the students in understanding the practical aspects of
what they study in classrooms. Students visit various kinds of
industries and companies periodically in leading industrial
areas to understand - How industry works?
We visited bisleri manufacturing plant of Sahibabad industrial
area in the month of September, which was headed by our
respected faculties Prof. V.P Mishra, Mr. Amit Tuli & Miss
Monika Bansal. It was the nice opportunity to visit and
understand the hidden aspect of process & packaging in a water
plant.

They follow the different eight sizes for bottling for e.g.
?
.25L, .5L, 1L, 1.5L, and so on.

•

We knew about the history of organization, its vision,
mission & business functions across the country.

•

Bisleri have a presence in both mountain water as well as
mineral water category.

Finally they put it into cartons according to sizes of
?
bottles and make it seal.

•

We understood the process of extracting water from the
well, process it, then packaging it into different sizes of
bottles & jars.

For the mountain water category, they have a “bisleri
?
mountain plant”. For this they use water of Himalayan
foothills, which gives natural and fresh taste.

•

They are following Ozonised technology for the
processing, cleaning of water & jars.

•

They also make bottles & jars for the packaging of mineral
water.

Bislerian Concept: The culture of Bisleri follows the
bislerian concept by its employees. It means that the Bisleri
is org. of its employees, they should talk, walk, behave,
work and take a decision like a leaders. The employees
should be energetic & passionate.

Their key functions are follows:
?
Extracting of under ground water from the well.
?
Make it process, which is followed by cleaning by Ozonised
technology, elimination of sand particles from water and
finally add minerals to change the taste of water.
?
Manufacturing of bottles & jars, then cleaning of used jars
and finally fills with mineral water.
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After filling of bottles & jar, they label it properly.
?

Apart of this they also made us aware about the different
uses of polythene wastages in meaningful way like making
of roads, fertilizers & bottles with eco friendly technology.
Finally our visit was followed by an interaction with
professionals of bisleri through a quiz activity. They asked
different kinds of questions and offered gifts in all case of
right answers.
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Teacher’s Day:
In our country a teacher is known as ‘Guru’ as
‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’ in today’s age. The role and
position of a teacher is so great and highly
important that we have even a sanskrit shlok to
prove it, it goes” Guru Brahma, guru vishnu,
guru devo maheswaraha, guru shakshat
parabrahma tasmaishree guruwe namaha.”
This shows that the teacher is given the
importance of god in the eyes of Indian culture.

Recreation activities at
Teachers Day
This year we celebrated teacher`s day in a very
different way. Various events like Ad mad
show, one act play, face painting competitions,
classical dance and group songs were dedicated
to our respective teachers. Whole celebration
was quit informal; where our respective faculty
& staff members delivered their candid views
to the students. At the end there was a prize
distribution ceremony; in which Ad mad show
& various games champions were rewarded by
our Dy. Director, Dr. A.T. Mathew.

Industry Visit
To Parle- G, Rajasthan
On the day of 1st August, PGDM – I went for an industry visit to ParleG at Neemrana. There, we understand about some basics of working in
Marketing, HR, Finance and Operations. Parle – G is a well known
name of confectionary market. They manage their brand for marketing.
For finance, they run through 100% own capital. They have a turnover
of 4000 cr.
They focus on their human resources for training, problem- solving,
organize different sport & cultural activity and rewards in terms of
monetary and non- monetary.
It works on the batch process and product layout. They concentrate on
cleanliness and work in groups. A lower staff can meet the CEO or GM
of the company.

Upcoming Events :
Alumni meet 2009 on 20, Dec'09 Venue IPM
Ghaziabad
Under our CSR activity, "Udaan" school bags
will be distributed on this Children day, 14 of
November 09.

Meet your Alumni @ www.alumniipm.org
A large alumni network is one of the biggest USP of IPM. To make it
more strong IPM has launched a new website in this session for their
respective alumni. This is a concrete effort for cohesive linking in
between our corporate buffs & our institution.
This website is launched keeping in mind that alumni get information
about campuses activities and also contact their colleagues and
faculties.
Website www.alumniipm.org within two months of being has got 200
registered members which are increasing day by day.
This website has been created by Mr. Sandeep Anand and students.
Apart of that IPM existing website www.ipm.edu has been renovated
with more interacting features.
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Unbeatable Chapter of UDAAN
Corporate Social Responsibility is integral part of IPM under the name of
UDAAN, in each session we are adding unbeatable chapter that have been
come out with some existing result. Apart from blood donation camp on
Independence Day we also distributed sweets among children of Shahid
Veer Singh primary school, Duhai, Ghaziabad. We are consistently serving
our nearby urban as well as rural area on various occasions.
Students of IPM, Ghaziabad organized a health awareness program in this
primary school in this July 09. The program was centralized to make aware
children regarding health conscious issues likewise communicative
diseases- viral fever, malaria, Japanies insufflates, polio, flue and general
health tips.
This health awareness session was incorporated by our respective faculties
Mr. Amit Tuli, Ms. Monica Bansal, Mrs. Atika Sinha. Our students educated
children through various health awareness materials about above issues.
They taught them that they should always wash their hand before having
their meal & after returning from washroom. They aware them to avoid
moving bare footed & always use mosquito net while sleeping.
At the end of session they had taken a formal test regarding their learning,
result was positively beyond our expectation. At the end two multipurpose
first aid kits were handover to the headmaster.
In another chapter of UDAAN we are planning for distributing woollens on
this Children`s Day (14th Nov 09).

Blog…Innovation To
Communication
A blog (a contraction of the term "weblog is
a type of website usually maintained by an
individual with regular entries of
commentary, descriptions of events, or other
material such as graphics or video. Most
blogs are primarily textual, although some
focus on art, photographs (photoblog),
sketches, videos (music, and audio)
(podcasting).

Types — Personal blogs
The personal blog, an ongoing diary or
commentary by an individual, is the
traditional, most common blog. Blogs often
become more than just a way to
communicate.

Corporate and Organizational
Blogs
Blogs, either used internally to enhance the
communication and culture in a corporation
or externally for marketing branding or
public relations purposes are called
corporate blogs.

By Genre

Sports: Strength of Mind
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. IPM organized the sport
activity in Badminton & Football in IPM sports meet organized and well
managed by Sports Captain Deepak Kumar.
Almost everyone showed their zeal and passion to be a part of it. There
were 60 students who had participated. In football matches of girls, PGDMI year won the match where as PGDM- II year got an edge over I year.
In girls’ doubles of badminton, Shma Gaur and Jyoti won. Rahul Chauhan
and Supriya Chaudhary won in mixed doubles.

Some blogs focus on a particular subject,
such as political blogs, house blogs, fashion
blogs project blogs, education blogs,
classical music blogs quizzing blogs and
legal blogs (often referred to as a blawgs).
Steps to form a blog:1.

Log on to a site www.blogger.com

2.

Sign up for the blog by giving a url
http/xyz.blogspot.com.

3.

Give a name for your blog

4.

Start blogging and adding your articles.

Please join my blog and be a part of growing
part of communication.
www.aakakajinny.blogspot.com.

Mr. C. Sharma

PGDM - 3
4
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Summer Internship Presentations
Summer internship is meant for creating values for students. Summer internship gives us the way to approach to corporate. It
nurtures us in such a manner that it makes you able for moon landing. It makes the platform of career to be chosen. While
sharing the views with all summer interns from whom they come from that automobile, insurance, telecom, NGOs, FMCG are
growing sectors.
A brief introduction of some of the best presentations is given here:

Pratyush Kumar
Tata Motors

Topic: Increasing Tata Motors Retail
Financing through PSB’s and
Understanding Gap Analysis
between Tata Motors Dealerships &
Nationalized Banks.
I pay my sincere regards to mentor
Abhinav Goyal who gave me an
opportunity to work under him; there
by I learnt to make decisions in
corporate. During my training I
brought nine PSB’s at Tata
Dealerships for in-house financing to
increase retailing of Cars & UV’s.

Shradha Pandey
Bajaj Allianz

Topic: Project on Search for Potential
Advisor and Underwriting in Bajaj
Allianz.
Being a part of renowned
organization, I have learned about the
manners of corporate culture, need of
insurance in financial planning and
cherished the noble work of showing
the right way to the people.

4.

Abhay Mandhyan (Bharti Airtel)

5.

Alok Pandey (Verbatim Mkt. India pvt. Ltd.), M.S. Balwant (HT Media)
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Nitesh Bhatia (Bharti Airtel)

7.

Teena Jasooja, Amrita Singh (New Concept India)

8.

Devendra Pal (Antize Food), Tanay Aggarwal (PNB)

Rahul Pandey
Bharti Airtel

Topic: Rural Retail Effectiveness
Program in Telecom Scenario (200910) Training in Bharti Airtel was a
great experience. I learned a lot while
working on new concept of rural
market i.e. Airtel Service Center
(ASC) in which I have to see the
working of ASC and also have to train
them about new facilities provided by
Airtel.

PDP- An initiative to improve
Communication is the basic essence of one’s life and as a PGDM student it becomes all the more important since he has to crack
the interview and deal with the corporate world. At IPM, we take care of this aspect and prepare our students so that they can
achieve success in every sphere of life. To be able to communicate well in the global language and make yourself clear across the
table is the need of the hour. And so, we have been conducting communication and PDP classes to make our students confident.
Our areas of focus include rectification of phonetics, grammar, boosting self- confidence, creating positive outlook, etc. We also
prepare them to face interviews confidently and provide them with the guidelines as to how one should proceed and introduce
himself in front of the interviewer. To eliminate the stage fright in students we regularly ask them to give presentations on
various topics such as proverbs, autumn break, etc.
By organizing games and involving students in them, we try to brainstorm their minds and help them analyze things in a
better manner. Grammar & phonetics were the two main areas where our students lacked. But with their commitment &
efforts they have been able to overcome this partially. By practicing tongue- twisters and various words with minute
difference in pronunciation, they have succeeded in rectifying their phonetics also. And we at IPM believe in providing
quality education to all our management students and making difference in their lives and preparing them for future. PDP is
helmed by Ms. Ratika Mittal, Ms. Monika Bansal, Ms. A. Sinha.
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Research Papers Submitted by Faculty Members
1. Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Technologies: International Conference on
Emerging Technologies in Environmental
Science and Engineering, AMU, Aligarh. By:
Ms. Huma Anwar and Ms. Monika Bansal.
2. Efficient Software Cost Estimation Using
Neuro-Fuzzy Technique: The Information
Technology and Business Intelligence
Conference (ITBI-09) IMT, Nagpur. By: Ms.
Huma Anwar.
3. Case Study- Bharat Pariyojan Ltd. Making
Inroad to Rural Marketing. CIMS, Noida. By:
Ms. Rana Rizvi and Ms. Monika Bansal.
4. ICT and its Relevance for Developing Economies- An Indian Perspective. IMT, Nagpur. By: Ms. Monika Bansal.

Inter College Competetion
In an Entrepreneurship challenge 2009 and Business Plan Competition held at ‘GIBS’ New Delhi, Aditya Gautam & Amrita
Singh won the 4th title in e-waste management.
Institute

: Gitarattan International Business School, Rohini

Event

: National Seminar on Enterpreneurship challenge and Business plan competition 2009

Date

: September 18, 2009

Topic

: E-waste management

Position scored

: 4th in top five best selected Business plan

Participants

: Mr. Aditya Gautam & Ms. Amrita Singh

Seminar participant : Mr. Nitin Chourasia

Building Successful Career in Marketing & Sales:
Studies after studies have pointed a yawning gap between the corporate expectations from MBA’s and their on-the-jobperformance. It is the time when industry and academia worked together to bridge this gap.
Are MBA’s ready for corporate India? Understanding the corporate expectations, delivery gap and possible solution
“Marketing is a dynamic subject. The student needs to observe companies that have achieved success”

What industry expects: As a fresher
•

They want people who can work with the team.

•

They want people who can think out of box.

•

They want people who can manage with the people.

•

•

They want people who are ready to learn, grow, enjoy, and
contribute.

They prefer people who believe in traits like can do, in
touch, can you it?

•

•

They want people who are ready to take risk.

Self awareness – talent integrity, value system, and
interpersonal relationship etc

•

They want people who can contribute, means how much
you are bringing to the table at the end of the day.

•

They prefer people who have skills for both people and
task competencies.
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Level of Skills:

•

Emotional Quotient refers to ability of solving problem, and
Intelligence Quotient analyzing problem.

Choose good mentor,
choose companies
where you can grow,
learn and contribute.

•

Practical Experiences:

Understand the roles &
responsibility.

•

Need to learn a lot in
case of new entry.

•

Show curiosity about
future assignment of the company.

•

IQ – Intelligence Quotient

•

EQ – Emotional Quotient

•

Integrity – Do the right things when nobody is watching
you.

•

Chase your fear.

•

Ability to communicate.

•

Learn from the past mistakes.

•

Ability to self control.

•

Good networking with the people.

•

Be better than your former self.

•

Be respectful………………………………………

•

Focus on how will you play rather than would you play.

L.K Gupta (CMO)
L.G Electronics

•

Be the master of your will..

•

Work on your failure.

•

After achieving one goal, again starts from zero to
achieve another.

•

Learn from success experiences.

•

Learn from weaker experiences.

•

Ability to prioritize the things.

•

Studies should based on research.

•

How much you are contributing to yourself……

•

Be creative in term of thought…………

Surinder Singh
MD (Reebok India)

Prashant Deo Singh
Head (TA) Airtel

ABCD Analysis:
• A – Actionable

•

Value system adaptability.

•

B – Be patience

•

How you are flexible about the time in case of retail job.

•

C – Be curious

•

•

D – Data & Intuition……………

Holidays for others are boom days for you in case of retail
job.

Shobha Ramani
Product Head, NIIT Ltd.
•

Pick up a job in which you believe and enjoying.

•

Don’t focus on the salary in case of fresher……………
Anadi Sinha
Regional HR Head, (Big Bazaar)
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New Business Opportunities
Wellness Industry:
a shift from
traditional to modern style of caring
Wellness industry is the next booming industry in the world.
As we know that, Indian managers are the best in terms of
productivity but they need to care about their stress level &
health too.
The increasing level of stress, obesity and other health
problems in urban life is alluring the high end customers,
especially top level executives towards different spas and
ashrams. Seven core segments within different products and
services, such as allopathy, alternative therapies, beauty,
counseling, fitness and slimming, nutrition and rejuvenation.
The spas is generally a place for relief with hi-tech equipments
where as ashrams are related to yoga and art of living and are
mostly constructed in mountain areas in the serenity of
nature.
The scope is in marketing of different bouquet of services to
different classes of customer. Except that, it is an attractive
industry for physiotherapists. This industry is also increasing
revenues for tourism industry- now referred as medical
tourism.
Estimating India's market for "wellness" services at Rs.110
billion ($2.2 billion), and has a projected growth at an annual
rate of 30-35 percent.
The spas generally need a higher investment but at the same
time, services such as ayurveda treatment, alternative
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treatment centers and salons require much lower
investment.

Scope of financial selling in rural
sector:
The companies are trying to explore rural markets as the
trends have shown a rise in purchasing power, luxurious
lifestyles and inclination towards increasing the wealth.
Selling of financial products can happen on the preference of
the customers only. People are now ready to invest through
ULIPs, mutual funds and even in equity markets.

Distribution of Households by type of
Investments
It is also an obligatory compulsion for insurance companies
to do some business in rural sector also. There are some areas
of Rajasthan and West U.P. where the opportunity lies in
villages. Big farmers require efficient financial planners for
managing their portfolios. Working pattern is same as
financial planners do in urban but following some work
ethics especially for winning the trust like understanding the
needs of rural people well, salutation and wishing them in
their dialects, planners should not think that they should
have lesser knowledge for selling in rural sector. Companies
should provide literature and forms in hindi as far as
possible. And above all financial planners should not break
their trust once achieved.
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S.
Date
No.

Name of the
Guest Lecturer

Designation

Company

Topic of Discussion

1

22-Jun-09

Mr. Chandan Ghosh

Head Long Distance &
Enterprise Business

Aircel Limited

Vision, Values & Work Ethos

2

29-Jun-09

Mr. Mukesh Saxena

Marketing &
New Initiatives

i2i Telesource Pvt Ltd
(Group Company, BT Infonet)

Career Planning Breaking the Iceberg

3

4-Jul-09

Dr. Akhil Prasad

Director & Head of Legal

Fidelity Business Services
India Private Limited

Impact of Financial Turmoil
on IT and ITES Sector

4

25-Jul-09

Mr. Deepak Sharma

Group Vice President-HR

Bharat Silk Group

Career Planning

5

29-Jul-09

Mr. Deepak Sharma

National Sales Manager

Philips Electronic India Ltd.

Skill set expectations in Industry

6

1-Aug-09

Mr. Vinay Maheshwari

AVP

HT Media Ltd.

Customer Value Added

7

3-Aug-09

Mr. Vivek Kalyan

CEO

Tigerbells Animation (P) Ltd.

Opportunities in
International Business

8

8-Aug-09

Mr. Surender Rawat

Zonal Head

Aircel Business Solution Limited Managing International Business

9

8-Aug-09

Mr. Ranjeet Kumar

Regional Channel
Manager - North

Hindustan Coca-Cola
Beverages Pvt. Ltd.

Channel Marketing

10

8-Aug-09

Mr. Ashish Saxena

Group Head

Mindlance India Pvt. Ltd.

How to write effective CV?

11

10-Aug-09

Mr. Suryakant Dixit

Manager - HR

Thomson Press

Positive attitude towards work

12

19-Aug-09

Mr. Tarun Pant

CEO

OOCL, Thailand

International Logistics
Finance Market & Emotions

13

20-Aug-09

Mr. Ritesh Kumar

Manager

BSE Limited

14

20-Aug-09

Mr. Manish Pharasi

Associate Director

Six Sigma Certifications Pvt. Ltd. Six Sigma

15

29-Aug-09

Mr. S.E. Kabir

Sr. Manager - Channels

NIIT

16

29-Aug-09

Mr. Piyush Garg

Manager-Global Client Operations

ICICI Bank Limited

17

29-Aug-09

Mr. Vikram Bawa

—

Freelancer Strategy Consultant

18

29-Aug-09

Mr. Rachit Gupta

Manager Project Financing

Power Finance
Corporation Limited

19

2-Sep-09

Mr. Shahid Ahmad

Head - South East Asia

Mitsubishi Logistics

Global Recession - How to beat it?

Emerging Business Trends

20

2-Sep-09

Mr. Chakit Swarup

CEO & Head Consultant

Birds ERP Solutions

Enterprise Resource Planning

21

5-Sep-09

Ms. Vimala
Ramakrishnan

CEO

New Concept Information
Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Defying the Downturn: Unleashing
the Power of Knowledge

22

5-Sep-09

Mr. K.K. Sinha

Group Director - HR

Jindal Steel & Power Limited

23

5-Sep-09

Mr. Manmohan Bhutani

Vice President-People & Operations FiServ

24

5-Sep-09

Mr. Sanjeev Dixit

Country HR Director

Alstom

25

5-Sep-09

Mr. Pankaj Suri

Head - HR

DTZ

26

12-Sep-09

Dr.Ajay K.Dua

Consultant

IBM Global

27

12-Sep-09

Mr. Hemant Sood

Director

Pallium Marketing Pte.Ltd

28

12-Sep-09

Mr. Rohit Sachdeva

Director

Unifreight Movers Pvt. Ltd.

29

12-Sep-09

Mr. Ajay Malik

Country Head

Moen International

30

12-Sep-09

Mr. Ramesh Tuli

Country Head

Verbatim Marketing (I) Pvt. Ltd.

31

12-Sep-09

Mr. Abhinav Mathur

Director

Balaji Mariline Pvt. Ltd.

32

19-Sep-09

Mr. S Ramaswamy

Head-Legal & Company Secretary

JCB India Limited

33

19-Sep-09

Mr. Girjot Singh

Information Security Auditor
deals in Cyber Forensics

—

34

19-Sep-09

Mr. Amit Oberoi

Network Specialist

CISCO Systems

35

19-Sep-09

Dr. Akhil Prasad

Director & Head of Legal

Fidelity Business Services
India Private Limited

Risk Management in
International Business

Seminar on "Cyber Crime"

36

3-Oct-09

Mr. Parag Jalota

Business Head

Franchise India Consulting

Franchising in India & Abroad

37

10-Oct-09

Mr. Nikhil Sharma

Sr. Consultant

MART

The Understanding of
Rural Markets: Winners &
Losers future lies here…

38

10-Oct-09

Mr. Amit Kapoor

General Manager

Jindal Retail (India) Pvt Ltd

39

10-Oct-09

Mr. Deepak Sharma

Project Manager

Tata Chemicals

40

10-Oct-09

Mr. Praveen Singh

Project Manager

Tata Chemicals

41

10-Oct-09

Mr. Arun Nayak

Regional Development Manager

Udyogini

42

10-Oct-09

Mr. Prashanth Singh

Sr. Manager - Distribution Lead

Relianace Communication Ltd.

43

10-Oct-09

Mr. Kamalkant Tyagi

Deputy Manager

Relianace Communication Ltd.

Partial list of Past Recruiters : (2007-09)
Alembic Limited
ALF Private Limited
Almondz Global Sercurities Ltd.
Amrit Foods Limited

HDFC Bank Ltd.

NJ InvestIndia Limited

Hercules Structural Systems Pvt. Ltd.

OM Logistics Limited

Hermes i Tickets Pvt. Ltd.

P.M. Electronics Limited

HSBC Bank Limited (Credit Card Division)

Pantaloon Retail (India) Limited

HT Media Limited

PINEWOOD Technologies & Solutions Pvt.
Ltd.

ICICI Bank Limited

Anchor Electricals Pvt. Ltd.

ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

Arnima Design (India) Pvt. Ltd.
BA Continuum Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Bajaj Capital Limited

ICICI Securities Limited (ICICI Direct)

Brand Realty Private Limited

Ranbaxy
Reliance Communication Limited

India Infoline Limited
Indiabulls Securities Limited

Ceat Limited

Polar Industries Ltd.
Ramit Tech. Pvt. Ltd.

IDBI Capital Limited
InBev India International Pvt. Ltd.

Bennett, Coleman & Co. Ltd. (TOI)

Pitney Bowes Mapinfo India Pvt. Ltd.

IndiaMART InterMESH Limited

Responsive Industries Limited
RNCOS

Info Edge (India) Ltd. (99acres.com)

Royal Crest Media & Communication Pvt.
Ltd.

International Business & Services Needs
India Pvt. Ltd.

Sharekhan Limited

Jagran India Limited

Copal Research India Pvt. Ltd. (Copal
Partners)

Shri Puran Multimedia Ltd. (Radio Mantra
91.9 FM)

Jindal Tradex Pvt. Ltd.

SMC Global Securities Limited

Creamy Foods Limited

Karvy Stock Broking Limited

Sovereign NV Securities Pvt. Ltd. (Unicon)

Cvent India Private Limited

Kotak Manhindra Bank Limited

Standard Chartered Bank Limited

Destushe Bank Ltd.

Kotak Securities Limited

STP Limited

Direct Logistics India Pvt. Ltd.

Lupin Limited

Strategic Analysis (India) Private Limted

Eli-Lilly & Company (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Mahindra Holidays & Resorts (I) Ltd.

Supreme Hi-Fidelity (P) Ltd. (Alpine)

E-Lixir Web Solution Limited

Market Access Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

TTK Healthcare Limited

Exide Industries Limited

Max New York Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

Tuareg Marketing Pvt. Ltd. (INALSA)

Flionex Cables Limited

Media Transasia India Ltd.

Unitech Amusement Parks Ltd.

Genpact Limited

Met Trade India Limited

Vedika Softwares Pvt. Limited

Godrej HiCare Limited

Metalite India Pvt. Ltd.

Vedram & Sons Ltd. (Paras Dairy)

Gras Impex (Pvt) Limited
(llumarindia.com)

Micro Village Communication Pvt. Ltd.

Velocis Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Neotronics International

Vodafone Essar South Limited

Greenfield Online Pvt. Ltd.

Netnivaran.com

Zenith Fire Services (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Centrum Direct Limited
Choice Solution Pvt. Ltd.
City of London Telecom India Pvt. Ltd.
(COLT)

Career Services Manager : Mr. Amit Tuli Mobile no: +91-9868081688
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Alchemy Corporate Communication
Ltd.

